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CBB 3.04 RC2 is released.

I look forward to your help with debug to make the final available as soon as possible, especially
the xhtml/css compliant templates.

Download: CBB 3.04
CBB 3.04 RC2

Changelog 3.04 RC2
May 9th, 2006
=============
1 Fixed bugs reported on xoops.org
2 Created object handler for post_text
3 Changed fields in TABLE bb_forums
4 Changed testing post message in language file

During the week of vacation, I had been working on CBB mainly for class refactoring and a few
new features.

Changelog 3.04
May 8th, 2006
=============
1 category, forum, topic, post, report, rate refactoring
2 Added reading records options: cookie, database (inspired by Ajout Gizmhail)
3 Added data synchronization
4 Added missing "previous/next topic"
5 Modified database structure for query optimization
6 Fixed bug in templates for file inclusion: for both update from file and from db modes

Changelog 3.03
Apr 26th, 2006
=============
1 Fixed rss+xml rel link (by CeBepuH)
2 Fixed typo in "pm" path for "transfer" (by CeBepuH)
3 Fixed clear property in newbb.css (by CeBepuH)
4 Fixed undefined method "setMessage" for module which could lead to newbb 2.* upgrade
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failure
5 Split functions.php
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